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campaign, accented the award
a prosperous Morgan County
Although hydro-electric dams were built the
from Miss Lois Winterberg,
community bears his name.. and
length of the Tennessee River, the demand for
manager of the NSC women's!,
today a private car, elegantly
department.
TVA power outstripped the capacity of the
furnished, can be seen on a 4JUla€
Miss Winterberg, who has been
Clearfield siding bearing the
power-generating dams, and then TVA got into
with the NSA only 1 month, said
"Wrigley, Ky."
the electric power business in earnest by
.3 DARLING LAI
that she once thought the bouncil
For the communities in the two
building giant steam plants to take care of the
"just gave dire statistics on
counties the MdLNG became a
holidays."
Since joining the
way of life. Trains carried people
demand.
Chicago staff of 450, she said that
church, to revivals, to visit
to
As a result, the entire South has
1111Mak GOOK wets MOM
she has become tremendously
relatives and friends, to an
prospered, and so have many other sections of
impressed with the scope and
JAPIES STEWART
outside world to shop for china,
volume of their activities.
silver and clothes.
the nation. Manufacturers of home and
In an
HENRY FONDA
"The National Safety Council
emergency an engine, a train or
commercial appliances, electrical farm
has been in business since 1814,"
sometimes just a handcar was
equipment and air conditioning systems had to
she explained "It started in the
called into service.
build new factories in the North and East to turn
industrial field, but has branched
DurIcng the bleak thirties the
out to include accidentroad in Morgan was abanout the products that a hungry South had been
"THE CHEYENNE )c
prevention on the highways, in
doned...but
not
)C
the
denied the use of because private utilities would
SOCIAL CLUB )(
homes, schools, on the farm and
memories.. never the memories.
not expand nor lower rates to reasonable levels.
elsewhere."
W14(11( TM WIST WAS MALLS NMI )(
T1tMMtCLJ PANA,nicjs
Four miles remain in Rowan
0C
She told about bicycle safety
A PARAKUNTICTIRE
0C goo imp welmosur Pameer tril
IC
County, the tracks continuing to
There has apparently been some attempt to
0
1(
Austell*
8 cyt,i4e
research that led to the
,carry
a
v
sizable
business;but
61301A1.
)
AMOS
.
keep the dramatic rate increase a secret for a
development of rules of the road
for bicycles in Minois. This is a
while longer, but a Nashville newspaper learned
part of the Council's new pay
about it and spilled the beans last week. TVA
0•Owtom4aMwell.v.om
program to "protect all youth."
authorities in Knoxville acknowledged that the
She mentioned the new Safety
rates would be hiked in two stages by as much as
Council film to teach water safety
and also noted that 2 million
25 to 30 per cent before the end of the year.
persons have taken the defensive
Generation and sale of electric power, a bydriving course developed by the
product of the TVA when the agency first began
council.
▪ "When women go into action,
to operate in the 1930's, has now become almost
things really happen," she said in
Its principal function. There is little new to do in
commenting on Kentucky Exkeeping the river navigable, and flood control
tension Homemakers' wellCAPITAL CAPERS—An overturned car burns in the street
rounded accident-pr_eysntion
can be accomplished by reading guages and
of Reggio Calabria, Italy, as i'ngry residents battle poprogram.
flipping switches at the dams. Forestry still gets
lice. One man was killed and several others injured. The
The emphasis of the
te-wide
l•
:I•
IL•:II: :
at :••• II :II I
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Rates Going Up, But
NA Still A Bargain!

State Extension Homemakers
Get National Safety Award

'8&

451.a.-Tvto

8(c*

-

Between the Lakes is a major TVA opeation, a
relatively new venture for the agency. But TVA
really "does its thing" intlistribution and b-itle-of
electric energy, generated at the dams and at the
huge coal-fired steam plants.
And now TVA has fallen victim to inflation
it helped to create and to other rising costs. Its
already over-inflated wage scale is beginning to
work on its budget, and the sky-rocketing cost of
coal for its steam plant is sending costs soaring
out of sight.
But TVA will not stand alone in increasing
electrical rates. Georgia Power & Light Co., we
understand, has asked for a 371
/
2 per .cent
increase, and Mississippi Power and Light has
announced that it is likewise studying rate
increases.
And while a 25 per cent increase is a husky
one (if your light bill has been averaging $16.00 a
month it would go to $20) we can take comfort
from the fact that TVA rates will still be half of
what the national average is.
That's not much consolation in the face of
other rising costs, but it's some. TVA power is
atilLa bargain'

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Luoen M. Young, age 67, died today at his home at 1702 Miller
Avenue, and Mrs. Dora Miller, age 80 died at the Murray Hospital.
S. V Foy, county agent, will speak at the meeting of the Murray
Civitan Club tonight.
.4
Nancy Bazzell received a 810.00 award for winning the District
Electrical Demonstration held at Paducah the latter part of April.
She will give the demonstration at the State Fair.

The third annual rally of Baptist Men in the Southwestern Region
of Kentucky will be held at Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly on July
30

••

.

1,1

i•

defensive driving training, motor
vehicle inspection, motorcycle
safety, pedestrian safety, duct'
alcohol's relationship to highway
safety. Due to KEHA efforts,
more than. 3,000 Kentuckians
have taken the defensive driving
course.
The Award of Honor is the
highest of the National Safety
Council's citation awards for
state and national women's
organizations carrying out
significant safety programs. Out
of a field of 71 entries, KEHA was
one of only six groups to receive
the award.
According to Opal Mann,
Extension program specialist at
UK, 40,928 adults and thousands
of 4-hers were reached with
safety education from 1968-70. In

gin Calabria as reQion at capital.

(Cahlephotn)
,••••••-
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used car is
guaranteed
100%.
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Hope
Artifi

Murray State Unive
football stadium, sob
completion by the
will have most every
or a player could
stadium except arti
and hopes for that ax
Although original p
for artificial turf,
refused to approve tie
not enough was knoi
and its guarantee w.
enough.
But Murray Footbal
Furgerson has amen
which he hopes we
Racers playing on the
any way. Furgerson
plans to kick-off a
asking for private don
alumni and others ir
the Murray athletic
give this final too
stadium.
buy a square yard
turf for the field," is
square yard costs I
believe there are enc
Interested in our
facility to assure us
least a good part of
necessary for the tur
"We hope that ever
.
-

Notes—
"Kangar

By FRED McM
UPI Sports Wi
The Baltimore Or
reconvened their fai
garoo court," and thi
mean they're plannir
on the rest of the
"League.
With the Detro
having moved to w
games of
BAUM
weekend, the Orioles
was time Monday
open the court
trimmed the Chict
Sox, 14-5.
Frank Robinson
judge and five pla
fined 11.00 each. Dal
was considered to 1
mitted the biggest cr
evening by saying
Orioles' three-run rE
ninth that he "ho
Powell would end I
Johnson said he ui
statement because h
tired to bat and didr
get up.
In other AL gam(
City blanked Det
Oakland edged Bo
aw
st
Ig
oilie beat Calif
n sbur ouf
ee, 2-0, and Minnat
Cleveland, 4-2.
his Hatiewal Lew
Bill Singer pitched
as Los Angeles bla
ladelphia, 5-0; Cinch
a doubleheader from
4-3 and 4-0; Atlanta
from Chicago, 3-1
Houston nipped Pitts
San Diego defeated Iv
1, arid San Francisco
York, 7-4.
Elrod Hendricks wi

O

•

Singer
like d•ole. vpiCirorstelPS 000% to repair or tvitiO,e the
.honevolioe • netv aide • from onle 011•111.40,4,• 61011. .,nn,
...)
(41KOrkal systemic. 53_n,WOO mak whichever come'
r1.0.1

ALMANAC
By United Press International

Today is Tues. July 21, the
202rei day of 1970 with 163 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1861, the first major
engagement of the Civil War
took place at Bull Run Creek in
Virginia.
In 1873, the world's first train
robbery took place at Adair,
Iowa, when Jesse James held
up the Rock Island Express and
made off with $3,900.
In 1930. the U.S. Veterans
Administration was established.
In 1954, _aertiftice agreements
ended the 714 year Indo-China
war,
A thought for the day: Ernest
Hemingway said,, "All our
words from loose using, have
•
first their edge."

''

For a little peace of mind.

2 PER CENT FOR CHARITY from sale of Spiro T. Agnew
T-ehirts seems to please the vice president as he holds
one in Washington. Standing by is Norman Treager,
twad - man of Varsity, Inc., of Columbus. Ohio, who presenter} Arnew with a $5.000 check in aelvanco.

WALLIS -DRUG

Phone 753-127z
*
PRES('RIPI IONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It— We•will t.
—Or It Can't Be Had

We know what happens when you
think dbout plunking down five hundred
or a thousand dollars for a used car.
Sweaty palms. Nervous twitch. Dry
mouth.
lc; only natural.
After all, whOt do you know about
engines, oil pumps and transmissions?
Well, your. friendly neighborhood
Volkswagen dealer knows you're not
a mechanic.
So we've done something very nice
for you..
We put blue-and-white signs on all
.he used cars that passed our ru9ged

inspection.
Shvn above in block-and -white.
Every major mechanical part that
could possibly go wrong is checked.
And double checked. And after everything is in perfect working order, it's
awarded our 100% guarantee.*
For 30 days or 1000 miles, whichever comes first, if anything poops-out
that we said wouldn't poop-out, we'll
fix it tree.
So the next time you get hot flashes,
fidgety fingers,. 01 a:queasy stomoch,
look for our 100% guarantee.
It brings fest relief.
sixteen -point

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN. INC.
BOO CHESTNUT STReeT,
MURRAY. KY

By STU CAN
UPI Sports Vi
Bill Singer, make
eighth start after
Lined for two nit
hepatitis, pitched a
hurling the Los Ani
ers to a 5-0 victor
Philadelphia Phillies
Singer revealed
saying to himself i
innings, "I feel mon
relaxed" in an
maintain his compo
you know, it kept m
he said.
The Dogers stake(
a 2-0 lead in the firs
a sacrifice fly by V
tnd an HI3I sing!
Lefebvre and added
in the fifth while
doubled home Wes 1
Steve Garvey.
Despite their vi
Dodgers lost grow
National League's
sion race as ft()
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tittle League Wins First Round
PORTS
Clay Loses Out Of The
Ring Fight

Hopes Still Alive For
Artificial Turf On Field

Major League
Leaders

Murray Nine Blasts
Fulton 154-Monday

By United Press international
National League
T. AB R. H. Pct. The Murray...Little League All- 4 and gave
the win for Murray.
87 315 67 114 .362 Stars opened play in the Mayfield He struck out 10, walked 4 and
Carty, AU
92 345 70 122 .354 District Tournament with a 15-2 gave up only 3 hits to the
Perez, CM
Fulton
76 294 41 103 .350 win over Fulton last night.
Cassius Cla Clinnte, Pit
team.
has lost another out-of-the-I-. HiCkM11, Chi 82 287 60 97 .338 Strong hitting highlighted the
Murray's nest game is
89 360 54 120 .333 evening for Murray with home Thursday night at
fight.
Gaston SD
0:30 at
.331
Si)
International
46
92
278
SF
Press
Dietz,
His
United
By
latest setback cam
Murray State University's new raise the full amount, we can
runs being hit by Tony Thur- Mayfield against one of the
the new turf
Tech
have
essee
.330
League
57
98
88
Grbkwtz,
297
National
LA
Monday when Chuck Davey
football stadium, scheduled for raise enough that the state might
mond, Lindsey Hudspeth and Mayfield All-Star teams. David
approved for their fields.
89 357 82 116 .325 Tony Boone.
East
chairman of the Michiga Wilms, Chi
completion by the 1971 season, be agreeable to letting the
Frank will pitch for Murray.
Furgerson says the major
W. L. Pct. GB Boxing Commission, said
89 357 67 115 .322 Lindy Suiter, Jeff Oakley and
Rose, Cin
will have most every thing a fan university use bonded money for
efits of artificial turf are Pittsburgh
52
42
.55
...
319
proposed
.319
63
Clay
310
Aaron,
66
99
At!
fight
or a player could want in a the remainder."
wi
Hudspeth had three hits each to
reduction of injuries, it's New York
49 43 .533 2 heavyweight champion
stadium except artificial turf,
help pace Murray's 19 hit attack.
J
Furgerson pointed out that
ELLIS PARK RACES
'bilities for multi-use, and Chicago
sxague
American
1
2 Frazier "is dead as far as
45 46 .495 5/
and hopes for that are not dead. companies making the turf have
Thurmond went the distance on
it's low maintenance costs.
G. AB R. H. Pct. e mound to gain the win for
1
2 Michigan is concerned."
39-Day Summer Meeting
41 50 .451 9/
Philadelphia
Although original plans called now raised the guarantee to 10
He said that every study made St. Louis
41 51 .446 10
Davey informed promoters of Johnsn, Cal 91 362 48 118 .326 urray. He struck out 10, walked'
for artificial turf, the state years. "They just didn't know
July 24-Saptembar 7, _los.
d shown injuries, particularly Montreal
83 342 61 111 .325
39 54 .410 12 the bout, which had been Wye, Min
refused to approve them because during the turf's early years how
to knees, were reduced subBat 78 292 55 95 .325
West
planned for Sept. 21 in Detroit's
9 RACES DAILY
not enough was known about it long it would last, but when they stantially
by the turf. To prove
W. L. Pct. GB Cobo Hall, he "found the Harper, Mil 87 358 66 116 .324
No Racing On Sunday
and its guarantee was not long found it was showing no wear
this contention of multi-use, he Cincinnati
66 28 .702 ... package unacceptable" and Kllbrw, Min 85 293 59 94 .321
enough.
raised the guarantee. I fully cited a news story from Hofstra
On Highway 41 et
Clay would not be granted a Apricio, Chi 88 348 61 110 .316
But Murray Football Coach Bill xpect them to raise the University which reported that Los Angeles 54 38 3587 11
Twin Bridges Between
.315
66
110
91
349
.500
19
46
NY
46
White,.
Atlanta
license
to
fight
in Michigan.
Furgerson has announced a plan
antee to 15 years before after artificial turf was installed
Evansville, kid. and
San Francisco 44 46 .489 20
Lou Handler, former fighter- Horton,.Det 90 349 52 110 .315
which he hopes will have the long.'
Henderson, Ky.
there, its football field had been Houston
/
2 referee who heads the group Powell, Bal 91 327 56 103 315 NEW YORK (UPI(-Manager
40 53 .430 251
Racers playing on the "mod sod"
used for 150 events during a
90 348 43 108 .31 Ralph Houk said today that the
38 58 .39629
which proposed the Michiga Cater, NY
POST TIME! 2 p.m. D.S.T
any way. Furgerson has said he A rush to the new turf has been school year. The year before it San Diego
74 261 27 81 .31 New York Yankees will use
Monday's Results
bout, was stunned by Davey' Pnella, KC
plans to kick-off a campaign n for both football and baseball was installed, the field was used
Mike McCormick, the major
No charge for parking
Most
•laying
of
the
fields.
fields
Chicago
Atlanta
1,
1st
3
.announcement.
asking for private donations from
leagues' Pitcher of the Year in
"You can't Atla 5 Chi 0, 2nd, 5 inns, rain
only 23 times.
conference
are
Home
10
the
Big
Runs
"I'm just sick about the
alumni and others interested in
Air
coixiitioned Club House
turf,"
artificial
1967, as a "spot starter" is
Indiana overuse
whole thing," he said. "He National'League: Perez, CM
the Murray athletic program to overed with it,
covered Cinci 4 St. Louis 3, 1st
field
said.
"A
will
break
that
he
Furgerson
hopes
ink
versity announcing only a few
Cinc 4 St.L 0, 2nd, 10 inns
didn't tell me specifically what 30; Benchin 28, Williams, Chi
give this final touch to the
JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
regular rotation.
• ys ago it would install the turf. with it in Seattle had more than a Los Angeles 5 Phila 0
the hangup was, but I'm and Allen; Stet,. 26; Aaron, AU the
stadium.
last
it
played
on
games
McCormick, 31, was acquired
Operated by
hundred
25.
Conference
Southwest
has
The
12
inns
Pitts
4,
Hous
5
flabbergasted
that the thing
buy a square yard of artificial
by
from
the
the
Yankees
Sat
Dada
Park
year."
Jockey Club, Inc
exclusively
gone
American
almost
to
it.
Montreal
Diego
1
3
League: Killebrew,
San
didn't come off. I ever:
turf for the field," he said. "A
Francisco Giants Monday night
expected to call a press Minn 29; Powell, Bait 15;
Artificial turf is practically San Fran 7 New York 4
square yard costs $30 and we Tennessee, Alabama, and
in exchange for 23-year-old
Today's Probable Pitchers
conference to announce the Howard, Wash 24; Yastrzemski,
believe there are enough people Auburn of the Southeaster!? maintenance free while natural
pitcher John Cumberland. Each
zbos
23;
Conference
installed
it,
Harper,
have
and
(All
Times
Mil
EDT)
19
fight
today
(Monday)."
grass
on
a playing field takes
interested in our having this
has a 3-4 record this yeason.
E
have
Mississippi
Vanderbilt
and
Cincinnati
13-2)
(Simpson
at
Members
of the state Box'
almost constant care. "It woulo
facility to assure us raising at
Runs Batted In
least a good part of the money announced plans to do likewise. cost nearly $40 thousand to install St. Louis (Carltori.5-12), 1:30 Commission denied having me
SO GOOD THAT...
Two Ohio Valley Conference watering systems and get natural p.m.
•
to see the promoters' proposal. National League: Perez, CM KATHH LEADS
necessary for the turf.
93; Williams, Chl_113.;_
"We hope that even if we can't schools. Austin Peay and Ten- grass into playing condition," Philadelphia (Wise 74) _at However, they act only in
--ATLANTA -41.1P14---Kath
4 advisory capaaity-4o.Davey.
Gin 824 DielL.SF_ 79.:11, Aaron Whitworth has taken over the
Furgerson said, "and if you lose San Francisco;(Mar_ ichal
p.m.
and
Carty,
Allen,
St.L
Atl
and
the grass after a few years,
lead in money winnings in the
77.
resodding would cost another $30 Chicago (Jenkins 10-11) at
Ladies Professional Golfers
American
League: Powell Association. Miss Whitwort
thousand. Then, yearly main- Atlanta (Jarvis 10-71, 8:05 p.m. YEARLING SALE
Pittsburgh (Nelson 4-0) at LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - Balt 77; Killebrew, Minn 76; has earned $20,165 as compar
tenance costs of a field of natural
grass in good condition are Houston (Wilson 3-4), 8:30 p.m. Fifty-nine yearlings were sold floward ,Wash 68; Horton, Dot to $19,911 for runnerup Sandr
Montreal (Morton 11-6) at Monday at the first session of 66; Oliva, Minn 65.
considerable."
Haynie.
...it's
Pitching
ThorFurgerson says his biggest Los Angeles (Sutton 11-6), 11 Keeneland's summer
National League: Merritt, CM BRAZIL TAKES TITLE
oughbred sale.
America's
problem of raising funds for p.m.
of the Orioles' triumph as he artificial turf is lack of time.
By FRED McMANE
New York (McAndrew 4-6) at Sales for the first day totaled 15-7; Seaver, NY 4-5; Perry, SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPI)
largest selling
belted the first grand slam "Construction of our stadium
UPI Sports Writer
is San.Diego (Kirby 5-11), 10:30 $1,134,000, an average on $19,220 SF 14-8; Simpson Cin 13-2; Edison
Mandarino defeat cigar!
The Baltimore Orioles have homer of his career and socked at the point now that we have to p.m. ,
a head. Biggest sale was $67,000 Gibson, St. L 12-4.
Canada's John Sharpe, 6-1, 6-0
reconvened their famed "kan- a two-run double to help Mike have a decision almost imWednesday's Games
paid by Arnold N. Winick of
American League: McDowell, 6-2, Monday to give Brazil th
garoo court," and that can only Cuellar to his 13th victory of mediately whether we can install Cincinnati at Chicago
Delray Beach, Fla., for a colt Clev 14-4; Perry, Minn 14-7v American Zone Davis Cup title GO
mean they're planning a purge the season.
PhiLs at San Francisco
sired at 1964 Kentucky Derby Palmer, Bait and Wright, Cal Brazil will now meet Spain
the turf."
The Orioles gained a full
on the rest of the American
Atlanta at Pitts, night
13-6; Hunter, Oak 13-8.
winner Northern Dancer.
Best Buy in Pleasure
an interzone final.
game on the Tigers, who had a
'ague.
Houston at St. Louis, night
With the Detroit Tigers five-game winning streak
Montreal at Los Ang, night
having moved to within three stopped oy Kansas City's Jim
New York at San Diego, night
Baltimore
last Booker. Rooker was aided by
games of
weekend, the Orioles decided it several fine fielding plays in
American Legue
was time Monday night to re- tossing a six-hitter, and he also
EAST
open the court after they drove in a run with a single. MILWAUKEE, Wls. (UPI) W. L. Pet. GB
Frank Fernandez' fourth in- The Milwaukee Brewers' pitchtrimmed the Chicago White
57 36 .613 ...
ning homer proved to be the ing staff was reduced to nine Baltimore
Sox, 14-5.
52 39 .571 4
Frank Robinson acted as decisive tun in the Athletics' men Monday when righthander Detroit
50 42 .543 61
New York
/
2
judge and five players were victory. Chuck Dobson and two Dave Baldwin, injured
in
47 43 .522 8/
1
2
fined $1.00 each. Dave Johnson relief pitchers checked the Red Boston last Thursday, was Boston
42 49 .462 14
was considered to have com- Sox on six hits with Dobson placed on the 21-day disabled Cleveland
Washington
43 50 .462 14
mitted the biggest crime of the getting credit for his ninth list.
West
evening by saying during the victory. Reggie Smith hit a Baldwin, one of the club's top
.W. L Pet. GB
relief pitchers in recent weeks,
Orioles' three-run rally in the homer for the Red Sox.
57 30
Danny Cater collected three sprained his right ankle while Minnesota
ninth that he "hoped Boog
55 37 .598 41
/
2
Powell would end the rally." hit; including a homer, and covering first base in a play California
. 49 44 .527 11
Johnson said he uttered the Curt Blefary socked a two-run against the Red Sox. He has a Oakland
34 57 .374 25
statement because he was too homer as the Yankees thumped 2-1 record and 2.57 earned run Kansas City
Milwaukee
33 61 .351 271
/
2
tired to bat and didn't want to the Angels. Fritz Peterson went average in-15 games.
32 63 .337 29
the distance, allowing only Two other Milwaukee pitch- Chicago
get up.
Monday's Results
ers, John Morris and Bob
In other AL games, Kansas three hits.
The Senators collected only Meyer, have been on the Kansas City 3 Detroit 0
City blanked Detroit, 3-0;
Minnesota 4 Cleveland 2
Oakland edged Boston, 3-2; two hits, but turned both of disabled list since May 29
Baltimore
14 Chicago 5
th
into
w Yo. bea
wdriiw
ewers
wa
OU
en singien in IN DISABLED LIST
ee, 2-0, and Minnesota edged the first inning and came DETROIT (UPI) -Shortstop New York 6 Calif 1
around to score on an errant Ken Szotkieweiz of the Detroit Oakland 3 Boston 2
Cleveland, 4-2.
Today's Probable Pitchers
In National League games., pick& throw by catcher PlaiL Tigers was placed on the 21-day
.
(An'nines EDT)
Bill Singer pitched a no-hitter Roof and Frank Howard belted disabled list because of a
Baltimore(Hardin
2-1) at
his
25th
homer
in the sixth. Jim strained ligament in his left
as Los Angeles blanked Philadelphia, 5-0; Cincinnati swept Hannan and Darold Knowles knee. His knee will remain in a Kansas City (Johnson 3-6), 8:30
a doubleheader from St. Louis, combined to stop the Brewers cast for two weeks, doctors p.m.
Detroit (McLain 0-2) at
4-3 and 4-0; Atlanta took two on six hits. President Nixon said.
Minnesota (Zepp 5-0), 9 p.m.
from (hicago, 3-1 and 5-0, attended the game.
6-12) at
Houston nipped Pittsburgh, 5-4, Cesar Tovar collected three PARIS
UPI -Belgian cy- Chicago (John
San Diego defeated Montreal, 3- hits and scored twice to help clist Eddye Merckx won his Cleveland (Hand 3-8), 7:45 p.m
1, and San Francisco beat New the Twins defeat the Indians. second consecutive Tour de Oakland (Hunter 13-8) at
Jim Kaat worked seven innings France title with a time of 119 Washington (Rosman 9-7), 7:3C
York, 7-4.
Elrod Hendricks was the hero to get credit for his 150th major hours, SI minutes and 49
Milwaukee (Lockwood 1-6) at.
league victory.
seconds.New York (Bahnsen 7-6) 8 p.m
California (Wright 13-6) at.
Boston (Nagy 3-1), 7:30 p.m.
'Jeep'
'Jeep'
Wednesday's Games
Wagoneer!
Gladiator!
Calif at Bos, 2. day-night,
Milwaukee at New York
On the rood .off the road., this versatile family
A tough work car, a smooth-riding family car. Takes
Belt at Kan City, night
wagon gets you there in style. Posh interiors. All the
big campers almost anywhere. Plush interiors. 132"
Detroit at Minn, night
Options. More load space than any other wagon in its
wheelbase. GVW's to 8,000 lbs.
Chicago at cleve, night
class.
Oakland at Wash, night.
Cincinnati increased its lead to Bobby Tolan's run-scoring
By STU CAMEN1
sin- REILLY RETIRES
11 games by beating St. Louis gle in the ninth helped the
UPI Sports Writer
Reds MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) -The
os•
Bill Singer. making only his twice 4-3 and 4-0, in 10 innings. past the Cardinals in the
Minnesota Vikings announced
eighth start after being siae Houston edged Pittsburgh, 5-4, opener
Monday
that linebacker Mike
tined for two months with in 12 innings, San Francisco
Bob Watson's two-out singli Reilly has retired from pro
hepatitis, pitched a no hitter in beat New York, 7-4, Atlanta
football.
hurling the Los Angeles Dodg took two from Chicago, 3-1 and in the 12th scored Jesus Alou Reilly, a six-year
veteran,
the liming run
in
with the nightcap called by with
ers to a 5-0 victory over the
rain after five innings, and San Houston's triumph over Pit- played one season with the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Diego downed Montreal, 3-1 _tsburgh. Joe Morgan had a run- Vikings aria nine with the
Singer revealed he kept In the American League, scoring single while Denis Chicago Bears.
saying to himself in the late Washington blanked Milwaukee, Menke homered for Houston
innings, "I feel more and more 2-0, New York topped Califor- and Roberto Clemente and Bob Cardwell pitched Atlanta to its
`Jeepster
relaxed" in an effort to nia, 6-1, Oakland
shaded Robertson connected for Pit- second game victory over
Commando'
'Jeep'
Chicago
"And
after
composure.
Tommie Aaron's
maintain his
Boston, 3-2, Kansas City shut tsburgh.
Universal!
Station Wagon!
you know, it kept me relaxed," out Detroit, 3-0, Baltimore
New York reliever Danny two-out homer in the ninth gave
the Braves their victory in the
he said.
whipped Chicago, 14-5, and Frisella, pitching with the bases
Off the road, it's a tough, go-anywhere car. On the
This baby was_built to tackle the rough stuff-comfortloaded, walked home the tying opener. Tony Gonzalez homered
Cleveland,
downed
4Minnesota
Singer
road, it's a real srtfoothie. Bucket seats. Optional V-6.
ably...Bucket
The Dogers staked
seats standard. All the options. Pick-up,
for
the
Braves
in
the second
run and winning run in the
Choice of colors and tops.
Convertible, Roadster models available.
a 2-0 lead in the first inning on 2.
game. Phil Niekro pitched a six
San
sixth
as
Francisco
homer
grand
slam
May's
Lee
rallied
a sacrifice fly by Willie Da '
hitter in winning the opener.
in the 10th snapped a scoreless for four runs to beat the Mets.
rind an RBI single by J
'Jeep' parts, equipment and service available at our factory-equipped Service
Dick
Dietz
slammed
his 19th 011ie Brown extended his
Lefebvre and added two mo duel and gave Cincinnati its
hitting streak to 12 games with'
victory over St. Louis in the homer for the Giants and
Department. No one knows 'hop' vehicles like our factory-trained mechanics
in the fifth while Bill Rulsell
a
second game of their twi-night Wayne Garrett hit his sixth for .double bnd his 15th homer in •
leading
San
doubled home Wes Parker and doubleheader.
Diego
past MonWayne Granger, the Mets. Rookie Mike Davison.
Steve Garvey.
who retired the only batter he treal. Pat Dobson went the
Despite their victory, th who saved the first game for faced, gained credit for his first distance for the Padres, allowDodgers lost ground in th Gary Nolan, blanked St. Louis major league victory.
ing the Expos seven hits, as he
National League's West Divi over the final two innings of the
recorded his sixth win against
Newly
acquired
nightcap
veteran
victory.
to
gain
the
Don
sion race as Itont-runnin
10 losses.

Yanks Plan To
Use McCormick

Great Imperial

„IA);

Orioles Reconvene Thiir
"Kangaroo Court" Monday

KING
EDWARD

Baldwin On
Disabled List

See the cars that lead a double life!

NOW AT

CAIN & TREAS

Choose the car. then choose your destinatio91'Jeep 4-wheel
drive is standard for confidence in any terrain ...any weather.

Singer Throws No-Hitter,
Dodgers Win Over Phillies

806 COLDWAHR ROAD
oo,

6
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Miss Jeannie Pat Miller Becomes The
Bride Of Kent Kingins In Ceremony At
The Hazel Baptist Church On June 27

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY — JULY 21. 1970

Miss Star Latimer And fIttl McWherter
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
Pledge
Wedding
Ceremony
At
In
Vows
The
Mrs.
Gibbs
and
Don
and
Mr.
baby of Washington Court House,
South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
Ohio, were the recent guests o6

...I
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

PERSONALS

his mother, Sirs. Angie Gibbs
Farmer Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack SPeegle of
Roswell, N. M., have been the
guests of their parents, Mn.
Pauline -Speegle anti Mr. amt.
Mrs. Verble Taylor of Murray.
Enroute here they visited Mrs.
a Speegle's sister, Mrs. T. 0.
Taylor and family of Minneapolis, Minn. The Taylor's
younger daughter, Susan,
returned to Murray for a visit
with her wrandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fahey
and little daughter, Kathryn
Anne, of Des Plaines, Ill.,
returned to their home on Sunday
after being the guests of their
andinothers and little Kathy's
eat grandmothers, Mrs. Gregg
er, 710 Vine Street, and Mrs.
L. Clanton, 705 Vine Street.

Kingins-Canady Engagement

Deborah Watson Is
Honored At Bridal
Personal Shower
Miss Deborah Watson was
honored with a personal bridal
shower at the home of Miss
Janice and Debbie Garland on
Thursday, July 9.
A beautiful white cake with
pink roses and green trimming
was served along with assorted
nuts, mints and punch.
The color scheme included a
i,reen table setting with a pink,
yellow and white spring floral
bouquet.
The bride-elect wore a yellow
floral dress and was presented by
the hostesses with a white carnation corsage.
The hostesses' were Miss
Janice Garland, Miss Debbie
Garland, and Miss Lynn Sam-

J. R. Watson of Murray has
been dismissed from the Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. John Mardis of Dexter has
been a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Boyfrie
upsets

By ,

DEAR ABBY: 1
marriage. I accepte
he said he couldn't a
and I know he can!)
I thought he'd
Day, but instead he ,
I needed like I nee(
I expected the "Ear
got a LIVE rabbit, a
Yesterday a pa,
ME, and insured fo
rings ordered from
whether to laugh or
I don't know yet
officially engaged? A

mons.

Recently
Western
Paducah,
Hutchens
Seven.

Mr. And Mrs. Kenfiirigifts,_,

Mrs. Trudy Miller of Murray
Route Seven has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
••

Games were played and door
prizes were won by Miss Shela
Harrell, Miss Etarbie Van Meter,
and Miss Debbie Garland.
Miss Watson received many
heasttif* gifts.

dismissed from the
Baptist Hospital,
was Mrs. Walter
of Murray Route

.

Mr. And Mrs. Paul McWherter •

=fit-flbr-Lail—Ellen Caudle andlilancrliepd-oL
ter and Paull
n—
The wedding of Miss Jeannie
tCed-in fore kriotrtheir Paris and Pam Paschall of Hazel
McWherter pledged
Pat MUM', &lighter
-of lie. as
Miss Vicki Lynn Kingins
_ The guests were greeted by
marriage vows at seven o'clock and Carol James of Birningham,
Mrs. Cy Miller of Hazel, and 'Kent Mrs. Paula Duncan who kept the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hal
They
K. Kingins, 1105 South 16th Street, Murray,.a
in
Al..
were
blue
Friday
all
crepe
evening, July 3, at the
Kingins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hal quest register.
She was
South Pleasant Grove Methodist gowns trimmed in white lace flounce the engagement and approaching marriage of the
K. Kingins of Murray, was presented with a corsage of blue
medallions. Their gloves and daughter, Vicki Lynn, to Sgt. Jackie Mason Canady, son of Mr. a
Church, Hazel, Ky.
solemnized on Saturday, June 27. carnations
The guests
The bride is the daughter of Mr. shivers were white and their Mrs. Mason Canady, formerly of Murray, who now reside at 381
Rev. B. R. Winchester per- registered in the bride's wedding
Ray Latimer and Mrs. hcien hairbows were in blue velvet. The Alma Drive, Memphis, Tenn.
formed the ceremony at seven- book at the round table overlaid
Shaw, both of Hazel. The bouquets were vhite flowers with Miss Kingins is a graduate of Murray High School and attend
thirty o'clock in the evening at with a white linen cloth with a
Tuesday, July 21
.Murray State University.
the Hazel Baptist Church.
wide border of lace around the The Good Shepherd United bridegroom's parents are Mr. ohm ribbons. The flower girls,
Sgt. Canady is a graduate of Calloway County High School and ha
and
Mrs.
Aaron
McWherter
of
The alter of the church was bottom.
and
Hazel
Felicia Rhodes of
Methodist Church WSC3 will
just
returned from Vietnam where he served with the 4th Infan
centered with a Tiffiney nine beige shift completely overlaid meet at the church at twis p. m. Puryear, Term.
Donna McWherter of Puryear,
Rev. Thomas Farther and Rev. were dressed identical to the Division, Medical Company. He will resume' his duties with
•••
branch brass candelabrum with lace fashioned with long
Army at Fort Banning, Ga., on July 26.
holding white stock, and Baker's sleeves ending with satin cuffs
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or. Elbert Johns, both of Murray, other attendants
fern with a touch of blue trimmed in lace and the collar of der of the Rainbow for Girls Ky. officiated at the double ring Eugene McWherter of Puryear The wedding plans are incomplete.
Delphium flanked on each side satin was also trimmed in lace, will meet M the Masonic Hall ceremony.
served the groom as best man.
Latimer of Hazel. The gentlemen a catered dinner and reception at
The
nuptial
music
was Groomsmen
by paling. Two brass baskets on Her accessories were beige and at seven p. m.
Johnny
were
the bride's home on the Hazel
•••
provided at the piano by Mrs. Henderson of Lansing, Mich., were all in formal dress.
stands 'biteld baby's breath, she wore a green cymbidium
Reception
Highway following the ceremony
The FIrst Baptist Church Otto Erwin of Hazel. Mire Donna coye McCurry of parts, Danny
Baker''Tern, white stock, and orchid.
blue delphium. Brass seven- Mrs. Kingins, mother of the WMS will hold its general meet- Compton of Paris registered the Paschall of Murray and Clay Wedding guests were invited to The center of attraction was
branched candelabra were on groom, was attired in a shrimp'ing at the church at 9:30 a. m. guests as they arrived at the
A swim party for the 7th, church and they were seated by
each side of the palms. The dress with black accessories.
family pews were marked with Her corsage was a white orchid. 8th, and 9th grades will be held- ushers Charles Craig of Hazel
greenery and candles.
The bride's grandmothers, at the Oaks Country Club from and Butch Nicomb of Murray.
The bride, given in marriage
A program of nuptial music Mrs. Notie Miller of Hazel and three to six p m. Each may
was presented by Mrs. Gyan Mrs. Pat Paschall of Murray, and bring one guest at 25 cents by her father, was lovely in a
Key, organist, and Mrs. Oneida the groom's grandmothers, Mrs. per guest Each is to bring a floor length gown of white crepe
designed with Empire waist
White, soloist. Both wore cor- Carl Kingins of Murray and Mrs. sack luach.
• ••
outlined by white lace that also
sages of white gardenias. Mrs. Chester Ross of Mayfield, wore
edged the neckline and the deep
White sang "One Hand, One corsages of white gardenias.
cuffs of the long sleeves. The AHeart", "Whither Thou Goests", After the wedding the couple
Saturday, July 25
line skirt swept Into a long train.
and -Wedding Benediction"
left for a short wedding trip to
Her veil of illusion had a border of
Bride's Dress
Virginia. They are now residing
'at the South 10th Street Apart- A dance at the Calloway Count's lace and flowed to full train
The bride, given in marriage ments, Mayfield.
Country Club for members and length and she also had a brief
by her father, was lovely in her Out of town guests were Mrs. those participating in the golf face veil attahched to the banformal gown of ivort, peau-de- John Giffin and children, David tournament will be held from deau of flowers. Her white bridal
soie lavishly adorned with andJulie, of Birmingham, Mich., nine p.m. to one a.m. Music will bouquet was centered with a
reembroidered Alencon lace Mr. and Mrs. Mike Dutton of be by Reid Hale and his band. white orchid.
Miss Teresa Smith attended
fashioned with a slightly ovaled Collinsville, Ala., Everett and Mr..and Mrs. Richard Orr are
the bride as maid of honor and
neckline and a moulded bodice
chairmen of the dance.
VOW
,
"wilarreffre
s.
ruceton,
'-sprinkled with seed pearls. Her Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Braxton
long bishop sleeves were fested F. Wooton of Knoxville, Tenn.
With lace and _cuffed at the wrists.
Rehearsal Dinner
The A-silhouette of her gown fell The groom's parents. Mr. and
gracefully from the lifted Mrs. Hal K. Kingins, were hosts
waistline and was sprayed with for the rehearsal dinner held on
the repeated lace motifs. Her Friday, June 26, at six-thirty
voluminous chapel train was o'clock in the evening at the
T
secured at the back waistline by a Colonial House in Murray.
self-fabric Dior bow.
Her The table was decorated with a
fingertip veil was an ivory open centerpiece of red and white
crowned pillbox sprinkled with carnations. The bridal couple
pearls and iridescents.
presented the wedding party with
She carried an Edwardian gifts.
cluster of solid blue snapdragons
with long velvet streamers with
loveknots for her bouquet.
Miss Debbie Miller. cousin of
the bride, was the maid of honor
•••
and only attendant. She wore a Mr. and Mrs. George Edward
Colburn,
City,
Calvert
are
the
formal gown of light blue dacron
flocked with white. The dress parents of a baby girl, Stephanie
HOTEL
had short puff sleeves with a Anne, weighing seven pounds
AT A PRICE
AND MOTEL
mine
ounces,
born
on
Thursday,
stand-up collar. The skirt was+
BEYOND PROTEST DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
softly •gathered at the bodice July 16, at 11:06 a.m. at the
above the waistline which was Murray-Calloway County
accented with a light blue velvet Hospital.
For the Family or for2-or MorePeople
ribbon tied in the front into a bow The new father is employed at
with long streamers. She wore a Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
Dior style bow ,made of the Grandparents and Dr. and Mrs.:.
material of the dress.
Her William Colburn of Calvert City
borquet was a "Contineal Hand" and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Ross of
Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned room
bouquet of white stock and blue Benton.
in the heart Of Daytona Beach; breakfast and a
delphiurn with long blue velvet Great grandparents are Mrs.
choice of complete dinners off the menu, a total
Rome Elkins and Mrs. George
ribbons tied in love knots.
of 24 meals and — no tipping. Children under
Miss Tammy Locke, cousin of Cplburn of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
12 free.
th Belcher and Mr. and
the groom, was the flower girl.
AMERICAN EXPRESS • BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE • CARTE BLANCHE • DINERS,,,
She was attired identical to the Mrs. Virgil E. Ross, all of
maid of honor and carried a white Detroit, Mich.
basket tied with blue
July 1.
velvet
Aug 15
ribbons on each side.
Oceanfront
She
THE
dropped white stock and blue
Luxury
delphium in the path of the bride.
Awaits
$119
Butch Hudson of Hazel served
`foul
Per W•relr
as best man for Mr. Kingins.
Johnny Miller, brother of the
bride, and David Provine, cousin
1....,
of the bride, served as ushers and
A Itesoft on the 0,441
NI., VIIIITENAll
lighted the candles with brass
Now Has
howl North of The Plata e
640 4I AtIsettic Ay*
1,•
Wrenn+ kick. Fla 32020 near Sea entire !Me s
lighters.
..Be0
Neal Provine, cousin of the
Nome'
i
bride, served as ring bearer He
4P-13141
c‘taet;oneis
A60•444 •
4A:
s
r
a
t
carried a heart shaped white
l
410‘Main
Cat,
satin pillow trimmed in lace
257.-1616
around the edges with long
04\

Combined net public and
private debt rose $132 billion
during 1968 to reach.E1.6
Alit_ US-__
_5c,C.P4P8
commerce-,Dupibiocnt.
•-• •
-,

A record 121,361 foreign
'students studied in the U.S.
during the 1968-69 academic
year, reports the Institute of
International Education.
a white three tiered wedding cake
decorated in blue. Flowers used
were white with blue ribbons.
Both mothers of the couple were
wearing for this Important day
similar dresses in shades to blue,
white accessories and white
corsages tied in blue.
After a honeymoon trip the
couple now make their horns on
the Hazel Highway.

GT-tet LINEN SALE
- NOW ON -
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What's your prob
your chest. Write to
1000. For a persot
envelope.

ACROSS

Orange, Blue
Red, Pink
- Green, Gold

LITTLETON'S

JULIA
WIGS

DEAR ABBY: A
days were the unhap
reasons.
She never knew i
of the bus with all the
other seats were fille
about it when the
embarrassed to tell I
the "high class" kids
were "foreigners." 1
college, now, and is gl
over.
Well, Abby, let tr.
didn't have to worry
dress and one pair of
And where to lit co
because I WALKED
and snow. And I wor
below zero weather
The "high class'
because my parents
than that. My father
me a half-breed, and
really a disgrace in
enough, I was left-hi
So there I was,
divorced mother. I hi
But I suffered in all
Indian.
Peter ride
scholarship. Instead
family. With all of tt
happiest time of my
business world with
look back and semen

CROSSWORD P

BATH SETS SPREADS
CLOSE OUT CLOSE OUT
Sorry

DEAR BEAVER
tbe fear of pregnan
iMliortunately, it's not

Solids And Florals

7 NITES - 8 DAYS

WIG
WAREHOUSE

DEAR ABBY:
"SEEKING THE TB
premarital sex. You
replied that among o
fear of an unwanted
spite of theliii,..the
..Well 1-•;;;iiiiii
married friend ana
stopped anyowa;.it

Letter writing c
"low to Write Lei
Abby, Bea 69700. Los

Twin - Full

Queen

DEAR SYLVIA:
riage, you are offic
If you plan on marr
sense of humor and

IMIASSMTILWWWWWelltWIll3MCWILIAL

1-Youngster
4-Residence
8-Reverence
11-Moharrunedan
mmw
12,1Aental image
13•Chair
15 Refer to
17,0pening
19-Proceed
20.0evoured
21 Precious stone
22 Shads tree
23 Detest
25 Animal's
coat
26•Merrirnent
27-Anger
211•Pedal diet
29.0ceen
30 Symbol for
tellurium
31-Gift
33.firists
35,Period of tirne
36 %guile as
written
37 Soak up
38 Part of
fireplace
40 Edible seed
41 S•cilian
volcano
42
43 Dance sup
44.Ah•rnoon
party
45 Note of scale
46 f xrsted
47 Shouted
SO Slave
52 At that tone
54 Caustic
substanr•
StS,fricamterwt
56 Orrection
57 StrIch
DOWN

753-4623

1 Chines*
Pagoda
7 trivrYcne
3 f•pand

4-Conesel
5 Poem
6 Pronoun
7•Ardent
8 Snake
9 You and I
10.8ing of bi
14 Heavy volt
16 Southwest
Indian
18 Part of "ti
21 -Confect u r
22 Guido's
note
23-Stroke
24 Exist
25 Enemy
26 Obtain
28 Attempt
29 Nohow st
31-Stroke
32 Greek lett
33 Electrified
partocle
34 Resort
35 Obscure
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YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
LONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

Boyfriend's humor
upsets her

WEIS

dal
Uss
on

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Last New Year's Eve my bass proposed
marriage. I accepted but he didn't offer me a ring fin fact,
he said he couldn't afford it right now Well. I keep his books,
and I know he can!J
I thought he'd surprise me with a ring for Valentine's
Day, but instead he gave me a big heart-shaped box of candy
I needed like I need another head. Then came Easter, and
I expected the "Easter bunny" to bring me a diamond, but I
got a LIVE rabbit, which bit me, and I got an infection.
Yesterday a package came to the office addressed to
ME, and insured for $25. I opened it and it was a SET of
rings ordered from a mail order catalog. I didn't know
whether to laugh or cry.
e
I don't know yet if this is his idea of a joke or not. Am I
officially engaged? And what should I do?
SYLVIA

rith
big
ted
I a
nk,
ral
ow
by
Elr-

Las
iie
m-

DEAR SYLVIA: If you accepted his proposal of marriage, you are officially "engaged." ring or no ring. And
It you plan on marrying this clown, you'd better develop a
-IIease of humor and learn to live on love and a tight budget.

or
_

BY
DEAR ABBY
A young teen-aged gut signed
"SEEKING THE TRUTH," asked you what was wrong with
premarital sex. You copped out with your answer when you
replied that among other good reasons for abstaining was the
fear of an unwanted pregnancy. You even pointed out that in
spite of the pill, the illegitimacy rate bad not been reduced
Well I am -sorry • to disagree- with-yen,-Abby.--bui as a'
married friend once told me, "fear of pregnancy never
stopped anyone, it only makes them worry afterwards."
Sincerely youri,
BEAVER DAM, WIS.

r.
ie
of

DEAR BEAVER: Sorry to disagree with your friend, but
the fear of pregnancy has stopped plenty of people. But
unfortunately, it's not stopping nearly enough.

ke
ed
ns.

DEAR ABBY: A girl wrote to say that her high school
days were the unhappiest days of her life, and she listed her
reasons.
She never knew what to wear. She had to sit in the back
of the bus with all the hoodlums because when she got on, the
other seats were filled, and she couldn't do a damned thing
about it when they got fresh because she was too
embarrassed to tell the driver what they said She said all
the "high class" kids looked down on her because her parents
were "foreigners." Then she ends up by saying she is in
college, now, and is glad those miserable high school days are
over.
Well, Abby, let me tell her about my high school days. I
didn't have to worry about what to wear because I had one
dress and one pair of holey shoes with cardboard in the soles.
And where to tit on the "bus" was no problem for me,
because I WALKED 3 miles to school and back in rain, sleet
and snow. And I wore a thin hand-me-down spring coat in 20
below zero weather.
The "high class" kids looked down on me, too But not
because my parents were "foreigners." They were worse
than that. My father was an American Indian which made
me a half-breed, and my mother was a divorcee, which was
really a disgrace in those days. And as if that wasn't bad
enough, I was left-handed, for which I was punished daily.
So there I was, a poor, left-handed half-breed with a
divorced mother. I had to fight my way to school every day.
But I suffered in silence because that was the code of the
Indian.
Dever amide al
senOtaria. fnsiead r ad to go to work to help support the
family. With all of this, I'd have to say high school was the
happiest time of my life. Just wait until you get out into the
business world with its cutthroat competition. Then you'll
look back and remember bow good your school days were.
LOOKING BACK

ay

Ito

he
on

FRANKFORT, Ky.--This
column recently received a letter
from a young man who had been
released in April from a Feder&
Youth Center. He wrote us that
at the time he was released from
the center they registered him for
the draft.
He later received from a local
a 4-F
board in Kentacky
classification. He was unable to
get a job because he was 4-F, and
he was appealing to us to have his
draft classification changed.
He had violated the Federal
Juvenile Delinquency Act, and
had served the minimum sentence.
We did not know whether we
could help the writer in his
present dilemma, however his
selective service file was called
in and reviewed.
On his selective service
questionnaire the youth had
claimed 13 months of military
service with an honorable
discharge.
That had not been verified by
the local board. The branch of
military service subsequently
confirmed that the young man
had enlisted at the age of 17 years
with parental consent and performed active duty for 12 months
and 14 days. He was discharged
because of a physical disability
Incurred in the line of duty.
The discharge was given under
tonditions. Befcire as
required bylaw he could report to
a local board for selective service
registration he got in trouble.
He was tried and found guilty.
Since the young man had suf•ficient creditable military serwarrant
vice to
4-A
a
classification his local board was
advised to reconsider. The 9-A
classification is lower than the 4F.
board
The
made
the
reclassification and it is our hope
that the young man will now be
able to find
suitable employment.
Q. My occupational deferment
lasts till September I will be 26 in
July.
Will my draft board
reclassify me when Ireach 26 or
will lhave to ask for another
deferment?
A. If the basis for which you
were given an occupational
deferment exists at the time you
attain the age of 26, normally the
local board would not consider
reclassification. Therefore we
would strongly recommend that
you request continuation of your
occupational deferment prior to
the expiration date of the present
Class II-A in order that your local
board might consider you for the
lowest classification for which
eligible. We would like to point
out when you reach the age of 26
under present Selective Service
Regulations your vulnerability
for military service lessens. This

in your file warranted further
consideration for Class 2-A and
reclassified you I-A. We assume
that you exercised your appeal
rights which must be initiated

—

MURRAY. RENTUCtICY

TUF.SDA_Y —JULYZLurro
with In 30 days following INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS IN
tons of new wood, reports the
RISE IN MEDICAID COST
reclassification. At the present KENTUCKY
Southern Forest Institute. This
NOT BADLY
IN KENTUCKY IS SLOWED
time there is no authority to draft CRACKED,GOSS SAYS
amount of useable oxygen will
The cost of Medicaid in Ken- supply the oxygen needs of at
men over the age of 26 years
tucky, which rose from $36., least 18 people for a whole year.
except with few minor exContrary to findings in several million in the 196748 fiscal
ceptions.
year to The wood can be used to
Q. I am classified I-Y. On June other states, Interstate highways 0.1 in 196849, reached $51.7 manufacture any one of more
in Kentucky have riot been badly million in the fiscal year ended
U, we submitted a birth certhan five thousand individual
cracked by heavy trucks, state June 30. Members of
tificate to the local board. Will!
the Ken- consumer products made from
Highway
Commissioner
Eugene
tucky Advisory Council for trees.
be classified as a father?
Goss says.
Medical Assistance had expected
A. No,any registrant for whom
an initial request for a 3-A
a much larger increase.
(inc ounce of wood pulp from
deferment is received or post- The department is taking steps
Southern pine tree contains more
marked Apr. 23,1970 or later shall to prevent coal trucks from Each acre of young, vigorous than 13 million million individual
not he granted such deferment on damaging the new Daniel Boone growing forest produces four tons wood fibers, reports the
Southern
f oxygen each year while at the Forest
basis of paterruty alone.
Parkway.
Institute.
same time growing about four
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by Charles M. Schulz
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IF ,e0U THINK ABOUT SCAAE11-1145
AT THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
ANO"MEN A6A1N AT NOON THE NEXT
PAW, IftX) GET DiFFERENT ANSWERS..

Nancy

by Ernie
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IPP

Abbie'
N Slats

OUR PLAN IS SIMPLE. WE SIMPLY
SPRAY SOME DROPS FF0C4M1 THE
FOUNTAIN OF NOUTH ON
ALL THE STUBBORN OLD
REACTIONARIES
WHO RUN THE
WORLD...

by R. Van Buren
( AND AGNEWKAZAM -THEY'RE OzuNG AGAIN,wIT)-4
PERSON'S
%I/EH/PO/NT

RIGHT-- WITH
YOUR HELP! AFTE
ALL, WE'RE
INHERITING 'THIS
WORLD FRO* ME
OLD FUMY-

DUNNE'S;

1. bblo U S Po OP —Al
•1 be0 by WAN Po*

Lil
'Abner

by Al Capp
WE'LL GIVE HER ONE
OF THE TRADITIONAL
1604-SILVER
DOLLARS —

THE FOUND.ERS
LEFT THIS

SAFE FULL.
OP THEM-

arises.
Q. I am a teacher, 27 years of
age, and have been in 2-A
classification for several years.
Thie month my lora} Board
reclassified me to I-A. What does
this mean? Am I in danger of
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
being drafted?
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO. Los Angeles, Cal.
A. In accordance with the
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed President's
Executive Order of
envelope.
Apr. 23, local boards were
requested to review occupational
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet, deferments for possible phasing
"Ikow to Write Letters for All Occasions." suir-Wr $0 out. Apparently your local board
did not believe the documentation
Abby, Box Moe, Los Angeles. Cal. WOO.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I
4
ET
II

Youngster
Residence
Reverence
Mohammedan
name
I 2 Mental image
13 Chair
15 Refer to
17 Opening
19 Proceed
70 Devoured
21 Precious stone
22 Shade tree
23 Detest
25 Antmars
coat
26 MerrIment
•27 Anger
28 Pedal digtt
29-Ocean
30 Symbol tor
tellunum
31 Gift
33 Exists
35 Purood of time
36 Music as
*Mien
37 Soak up
38 Pert of
fireplace
40 Edible seed
41 &coleus
volcanO
42 limb
43 Dance step
44 Afternoon
party
45 Note of scat.
46 E slated
47 Shouted
SO Slave
52 At that time
54 Caustic
substance
SS Encountered
56 Direction
5/StIch

4-Conceal
5 Poem
6 Pronoun
7 Ardent
8 Snake
9 You and I
10 King of birds
14 Healey volume
16 Southwestern
Indian
18 Part of "to be'
21 Contextures
22 Guido s h•gh
note
23 Strike
24 Exist
25 Enemy
26 Obtain
28 Attempt
29 Nohow sheep
31-Stroke
32 Greek letter
33 Electrified
particle
34 Resort
35 Obscure

Answow to Yesterde0 Przzle

BUMP ON00 ODM
MOM 100MR NM
NO MOMM UOU
ma name NORD
MEIMR MOON MOM
MOM MONO
lO
DMOORPI SOUNOM
MO MOW MOON
MGM 0000 NOUN
NORM UNRW UN
MOM UOUM ON
ONO MOO R000
MOM BRIM ORM
21
37 Bogs down
38 Satiate
39 Something
which retracts
light
40 Adhesive
substance
41 lamprey
43 Parent (colloo )

44 Temporary
Shelter
46-Damp
47 Affirmative
48 Organ of sight
49 Condensed
moisture
Si Compas point
53 Exclamation

MARK EVERY GRAVE

* 108 h.p. Engine
* Automatic Transmission Available
*. Top ,Speed - 105 m.p.h.
* Cruising Speed - 87

gime Use
Murray Marble

Get-Yr:our Hands On A Toyota . . . You'll Never Let Go!!
See Bennie Jackson or Aubrey Hatcher

Works

DUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
P9rhor *Ss Manimer
111 IERWSt 753-2312

DOWN
1 Chows*
pagoda
liverycno
Expand

"MR. ANTHONY" DEAD —
John J. Anthony, known as
the advice-giving-I'Mr. Anthony" of radio, died in
San Francisco at the age
of 68. He is shown in a
1951 file photo.

Disdr by United

• tuna

yndicate,

e

2

440

South 12th Street - Murray, Ky.
Your Meteury-Toyota-GMC Truck Dealer
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

Wildlife Commissioner
Has License Suspended

(Continued From Pans 1/
FRONKFORT, Ky. UPI
Toad was going away from us, Minor Clark, state commissioner
tufting two or three hops at a of fish and wildlife resources, has
time. He was a big rascal and as had his driver's license
he jumped he threw Ins Pack feet suspended for six months for
'tut to the side which gave him a refusing to submit to a
ludicrous method of locomotion. Breathalyzer test.
Effective however.
Sim McCarty, deputy director
of the Division of drivers licenses, said that under Kentucky's
Another funny fellow is the implied - consent law, such
Bassett next door by the name of refusal of the test - to measure
Gov. The way she is put together, alcohol content of the bloodyou get the idea that someone results in automatic suspension.
was kidding. Short legs, long
He said that even if Clark is
body, long ears, thick legs and cleared of drunken driving
enormous feet.
charges in Franklin County
Quarterly Court, the penalties of
the implied - consent law would
Thoroughly gregarious, Gov. still stand.
bowls you over with her char- Clark was arrested by state
m...literally
police June 18. His license was
suspended July 7.

& TIMES

New TVA..
7f

(Continued Front Page 1)

-

(II easel 4

MURRAY.

ON_4110TV
WLst.
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anyone about what really
TVA is required by law to
Children
Whole bunch of little girls call
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happened."
s :ores Now Show
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AA the World Toren
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sufficient
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power
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WASHINGTON - President
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The Edge of NNW
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-Operation and
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is the right of the people of Soutls ning the senior championship of the horse show at Camp Mem-Mac,
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and a resident of flarlow.
requirements, TVA said. .
with great calm since the entire
Vietnam to determine their own Black Mountain, N. C. Miss Ellen Quertermous, daughter of Dr. and
Medical Calder
Johnny Cash Presents
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was
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The
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average
The
Bros.
Show
:30
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1131
Medical COOK
yard was mowed. Heretofore
future.
Mrs. John Quertermous, won a blue ribbon in the senior walk trot
carrier and ha electric rate in this region
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Brothers
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Smothers
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Hawaii
when it rained, we watched it
canter class at the show. Other campers there from Murray were
Summer Show
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-WASHINGTON-Gen.
Rich- Cris Birdsong, daughter of Col. and Mrs. Eaf Birdsong, and Miss
of Education. He was a long time kilowatt-hour when TVA was
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SportsMay
you know, rain makes grass
ard G. Ciccolella, commander Sarah Ross, daughter of Mrs. Lucille Ross and Mason Ross. Mrs.
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at
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grow. We got it all
of the 1st U.S. Army, testifying Ross was the camp nurse. One hundred and forty-six girls were at
Barkley and was a member of the in 1967-when -arising costs
IS The Avengers
same time last week.
before a Senate Foreign Bela- the camp.
The AVOT19efI
12 :30
Barlow United Methodist Church. required the agency's first i
tions-Ccrmmittee hearing that
He was preceded in death by his general rate increase.
The
although the American military
wife, Mrs. Edna Talley Parsons, average has Hsen to 1.03 cents a
Sheriff.
Reading the other day that the
maintains
nuclear
weapons
and
by
his
son,
T.
J.
Parsons.
Phillip Benner, Murray Route
kwh
after
two
general
rate
hikes
made
in
first live telecast was
close
to
the
Soviet
Union,
they
Survivors include his son, Neal and last year's automatic
Five, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
1927. This was from one city to
purely
defen,sive:
are
$18.50; State Police.
It starred Herbert Parsons of Barlow; brother, Dr. escalation.
another.
"I feel deeply in my heart,
Rhey Parsons of Murray; sister
Caw}bave been disposed Via ._ 14MA Windiscla, Cincinnati,
Stativer, 'then Secretary of
I know, that-W4F-111We'lilk the Calloway
• - - -Miss Ruth Parsons of Paducah;
- Several pertratiVaiive
County Court of Ohio, fishing without a license,
Commerce
intention of starting a nuclear Judge Robert 0.
three grandchildren; three great
charged, entered pleas of guilty, one year.
Miller during forfeited appearance bond, fined
war.
We
are
not
an
aggressive
grandchildren.
the past week. Records show the $15.00 costs $18.50; Department of
and been fined in the City Court of Jakie Lee Hughes, disorderly
nation."
following occurred:
Fish and Wildlife.
Telephone lines carried the Funeral services trill be held
City Judge Pro-Tern William El„,, conduct, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Mark Seyer, Cape Girardeau,
Thomas Tuck, Mayfield,
image
of
Hoover
from Wednesday at two p.m. at the
(Jake) Dunn during the past two Daryl Ray Hill, reckless
Barlow United Methodist Charch
Records show the driving, fined $15.00 costs $10.00. Tree Farms are a very im- speeding,fined $10.00 costs $18.50; Mo., improper fishing license,
Washington to New York.
weeks.
Hendrick,
unnecessary
David
with Rev. Fred French and Rev.
fined $15.00 costs $18.50;
following occurred:
portant source of wood for both State Police.
Tom Camp officiating.
Ricky Latimer, disregarding noise, fined $15.00 costs $10.00.
consumer and industrial needs, James Pridemore, Murray Department of Fish and Wildlife.
Tucker,
public
Edward Duckles, Cairo, Ill.,
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of Burial will be in the Barlow
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. Lonnie
reports the Southern Forest Route Six, driving while inthe Federal Bureau of In- Cemetery with the arrangements NEW YORK (UPI )-Stocks
Phillip Reed Bell, driving while drunkenness, given two days in Institute. There are more Tree toxicated, twenty days hard labor speeding, amended to disorderly
vestigation makes a good point by the Jones Funeral Home in showed a steady tone in intoxicated, amended to reckless city jail.
Farms in the South than in County Jail, suspended on conduct, fined $10.00 costs $18.50;
when he says that it is wrong that Barlow where friends. may Tall r moderate turnover at the driving,fined $1000.00 costs $10.00. Michael Dwain Coleman, anywhere else in the country. condition that he not be back in State Police.
free .people must restrict and
Harland B Crouse, driving speeding,fined $15.00 costs $10.00. More than 20 thousand of the court for remainder of year;
opening today.
William Joe Phillips, driving
alter their daily pursuits and
Profit taking slowed a stock while intoxicated, fined $100.00 while intoxicated, amended to nation's 34 thousand Tree Farms Sheriff.
activities because of brazen
A new California law will
are located in the 13 Southeastern Corbett Chambers, Murray
market advance Monday after costs $10.00, driving on revoked
reckless driving, fined $100.013 states. In all, more
criminals.
than 48 Route Six, public drunkenness, require an eighth-grade level
big gains the previous week. license, fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
•
Paul Ross, reckless driving, Costs $10.00.
million acres of valuable fined $10.00 costs $25.50; Sheriff. of performance in reading and
But some analysts said reGene Clark Gallharn, public Southern woodlands are
fined $15.00 costs $10.00.
now Clarence Morris, Murray math before high school stunewed
demand
would
materiaHe gives the example of people (Continued Freon Pegs 1)
Danny R. Williams, drinking in drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs enrolled in the Tree Farm Route Three, public drunken- dent• receive diplomas, effeclize as a result of a generally
having to have the exact change
public, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. 10.00.
program.
favorable news background.
ness, fined $10.00 costs $25.50; tive in the fall.
on metropolitan busses because are making posters to call at- Late Monday President Nixon
Wayne Joseph Williams,
tention
to
the
litter,
water
and
air
the bus driver dares not carry
predicted an upturn in the reckless driving, fined $15.00
enough money to make change pollution and they are telling nation's economy during the costs $10.00.
Bank Of Murray
59
Consolidated Report of Condition of"
for fear of being robbed; the others of their concern.
Tony L. Ziesemer, drinking in
last six months of the year. He
gasoline station that after certain But they felt that art work and said he expected a levelling in public, fined $25.00 costs $10.00.
Murray
of
in the State of. .Kantuolly
and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
hours will accept only credit talking would not solve the the rise of consumer prices and
Scott Quinn, drinking in public,
problems
they
so
recently
cards or exact change to keep
business on
,19
Junta 30
added, -inflation has cooled." fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
attendants from being held up by learned about, so they looked for Concern over inflation has
Roger Lee Johnson, public
positive
ways to put their theories
thugs; the losing of business by
acted as a major depressent to drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
merchants in certain crime- to work.
ASSETS
the
stock market for more than $10.00.
First the various young
infested streets because people
James P. Futrell, disorderly
1. Cash and due from banks (itemising $ 593,510_23 unpaged(MAW
a year.
1
peoples
classes
formed
litter
are afraid to venture into the
conduct, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
2. U.S. Treasury securities,.
pick-up committees to police the Shortly after the opening, the ASteven Lee Barnett, disorderly
area
other
U.S.
Government
3.
Securities
of
agencies
end
eseparations.
UPI marketwide indicator was
3
church grounds.
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
conduct, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
2 635
-974
At another time they formed about unchanged on 449 issues
securities
(including
$
5.
Other
sorporate
stadia)
Steven
P.
Bindert, driving
5
40f these, 151
"Let us stop reacting aimlessly ground care groups and went to crossing the tape.'
6. Trading account securities
0
,NE
while intoxicated, arnended to
6
to the pressing demands of the the church armed with pruning declined and 146 advanced.
7.
Federal
funds
sold and securities purchased under agrgamants!trawl)
American Telephone opened reckless driving, fined $100.00
lawless. Rather, let us start tools and grass clippers. Many of
8. Other loans
- 23
8
costs
00
00.
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other mats reprinentise bank ,.....,L
applying the legal remedies and them wanted to start a aa lower at 45%, with Marcor
274 5
..
9
Robert
Warren Keistler,
down as to 23. Upjohn gained %
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
safeguards of the law which is beautification project.
135
.00 10
11. Inviestemots subsidiaria• not consolidated
to 43%, while Walt Disney rose reckless driving, fined $10.00
meant to penalize those who
isa... u
9P.LE
iy Geurin, driving
as
s
Other
masts
to
it,,
-23. 13
convinced them that they needed 14
3274t:
while intoxicated, amended to
14. TOTAL Aserrs
CZ-384--5C1 14
In the electronics, Control Data
to learn about the world around
1
reckless
driving,
fined
$100.00
sta,
them. He encouraged them to eased 1,4 to 30, General Electric
LIABILITIES
costs $10.00.
Jacob M. Braude says, "There learn tepiant, awe fer thingothet4 to-Mv- Emersondeposits
of
individuate,
Demand
15.
partnerships, and corporations
-TerrY
Gene Cole, speeding,
15
is nothing more permanent than grow so they would naturally to
16. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
2)
16
change, and nothing that meets want to protect things of beauty Texaco was unchanged at fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
United
States
Deposits
of
Government
17.
2
17
Yet and of nature.
29,
, in the oil group,. while David Hendrick, reckless
with more resistance.
States and political subdivisions
Deposits
of
12
18.
18
driving, amended to disorderly
nothing stands still. Everything
19. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions
Plans were made to establish a General American Oil gained 3't
19
either moves forward or falls seasonal garden in one of the to 36% Pennzoil slid as to 20%. conduct, fined $15.00 costs $10.00.
20. Deposits of eoenmercial banks
20
backward. Man has progressed church courts. They asked help Among the steels, US. Steel Betty W. Cooper, speeding, 21. Certified and officers' cheeks, etc.
66 21
fined $15.00 costs $10.00.
22. TOTAL DEPOSITS
through the centuries because from the Dallas Garden Center picked up La to 30%.
XIX
xx 22
Ronald D. Dodd, speeding,
is) Total demand deposits
man has had the intelligence to Director, John J. Hill, who General Motors dipped LIS to
kSS
xx
(a)
fined
$15.00
(b)
Total
time
and
savings
99.
costs
deposits
$23,RRS1,25n
In$10.00.
change.
with
11XX
meet change
xx
sketched a basic design for their 66%, Ford Is to 45,
28.
Federal
funds
purchased
and
Wilma
securities
sold
under
W.
agreements
to
repur
ise
Brandon,
that
speeding,
dividuals too, must heed
23
garden.
24. Other liabilities for borrowed money
fined, $15.00 costs $10.00.
24
lesson of the race. And, of course,
Then the real work started.
Mortgage
indebtedness
25.
NE
Clayton E. Bridges, speeding,
25
men can master change by The plan called for ground to be
28. Acceptances executed by clg
INSOOSIMIt
.
of
this
bank
and
fined
26
training today for the op- turned and beds prepared. A
V. Other liabilities
r -21
475
Sad
d te
A ;wa
0Ms
portunities which new conditions roto-tiller was made available for
s$n10kM
, 'speeding, 28. TOTAL LIABILITIES
„..
-3521.12__
-6a 28
fined $10.00 costs $10.00
will open tomorrow. It was good the sod-breaking and the beds
29.'MINORITY INTEREST IN CONS I [DATED S
DIARIES
29
James A Berry, no city sticaer
advice a generation or so ago, were measured and worked with
Funeral rites for Oscar Turner and unnecessary noise, fined
and it is even better advice peatrnoss.
RESERVES ON LO
S AWD SECURITIES
$15.00 costs $10.00.
467
21 30
today"
30. Reserve for bad debt loam on loans (set up p
to Internal Revenue Service rulings
The boys and girls learned Gordon, 91, of 634 Locust Drive
James F. Phillips, speeding, 31. Other reserves on Mans
NE
quickly that growing things is not were conducted at 1:30 p.m. fined
31
$15.00 costs $10.00
32. Reserve* on securities
32
a simple and easy job, but they Monday at Lindsey Funeral
Goldie
33.
TOTAL
RESERVES
ON
LOANS
AN1ECURIT1ES
Lax
ofWatts
_
.
Chapel. The Rev. H. L.
Atwood,
••
33
didn't give up.
speeding, fined $1500 costs $10.00.
ADULTS 98
Posters advertised that plants ficiated. Burial was in Gordon
Alk-ITAL ACCOUNTS
County.
NURSERY 4
will be needed for the garden Cemetery In Calloway
84. Capital notes and debentures..
Kobbie
ON'
nogard
Crouse,
Mr. Gordon, a retired farmer,
34
JULY 19, 1970
plot. They hope flowering quince,
ispecify interest rate and maturity Of eselt issue outstanding)
monkey grass, red oak trees, died at 11:30 a.m. Saturday at speeding, fined $15.00 costs 36. Equity capital, total (sum of items 36 to 40 below)
hi
$10.00.
_6Q. 35
crab apple trees, eleagnus, and Lourdes Hospital. A native of
36.
Preferred stock-total psi val
36
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
other plants called for on the Calloway County, he moved to
No. shares outstanding 315,)LISa
Larry
GSKan,
,
seeri1ns,
fined
Paducah early in his life. He
.haresa37. Commonstock
S..
plan, will be donated.
tote
ehf
oriPsr value ,000
oo
$15.00
costs
$1000
37
Mrs Donna Chadwick, baby
No shares outstanding_ ____7_04fial
Teachers are ,in on the garden was a member of Brooke Chapel
Kenneth Ray Hammack,
88. Surplus
boy, Rte. 5, Murray.
venture. They have turned out Wilted Methodist Church in Cal- speeding,fined $1500 costs
1 3oa. II II
00 38
County.
$10.00.
loway
*die
39.
Undivided
DISMISSALS
I
enthusiastically for the planning
60 39
Norma
Jean
Bennett,
40.
Reserve;or contingencies and other capital reserves
speeding,
,O) I
Tom Travis, Rte. 3 Murray; and have offered supervision as
40
fined $15.00 costs $10.00
41, TOTAL APITAL ACCOUNTS (sum of ijems 34 and 35 above)
He is survived by hit wife,
FAK:
1111i
Coy Rye, 530 Broad, Murray; needed, Jeffrey said.
41
LIABILITIES,
as. TOT
RESERVES. AND cAPITAL ACCOUNTS (sum of items 28, 29, 33, and 11 above:
7,
Rte.
Ferguson
3
.111.
Ella
`iFZINI:Mrs.
Gordon;
one
Paschall,
John
Master
42
When will the garden be
Rex Sirls, public arunsenness,
3005
of
Knoxville,
Worth,
eon,
Ony
Gordon
John
Box 67, Murray;
completed? That isn't the point,
given two days in City Jail.
MEMORANDA
Asbury Piece, Owensboro; Mrs. these young people say, for it is Tenn.; seven daughters, Mrs. James Ellis Barns, speeding,
Average or total deposits for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
Ohio,
136
67 .c)9
18
Cynthia Thweatt, baby boy, 407A the making of the garden and the Ona Hill of Columbus,
fined $15.00 costs 810 00
. average of total loans for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
25
•I
59
85
2
E. 12th St., Benton; Mrs. Jennifer example they are setting in the Mrs, Eddie Johnson of Tucson,
Onewriesd discount on instalment loans included in total capital accounts
•
itE
a
Wayne
Phillips, baby girl, 100 So. 13th St., neighborhood that is the most Ariz.. Mrs. tuna Satter. Mrs. Kerry
Williams,
Clara Peck and Mrs. Julia Dar- reckless driving, fined 7.
Murray; Thomas Cochran, important part of the project.
00
nell, all of Paducah, Mrs. Gen- costs $10.00
Mayfield;Miss Krista Layne
nella,Miller of Houston, Texas,
Joe Dick, President
Duncan, 221 So. 12th St., Murray;
, qf es aboots-sansti bask, do ootelattla :=111t-1 Uwe au report of condition
Kenneth Edward Broach,
and'Mrs. Mary Louise CunningMrs. Effie Ringing, Rte.
is treenail( corsetit, to the bent of my knowledge and belief
bark used to be burned as ham of La Merida, Calif.; a es. reckless driving„ffned
Tree
•
A ,
Murray; Mrs. Effie Bean, Rte 6 worthless, but not anymore,
00
$10
ants
Mrs.
flies
Norsworthy,ef
„ler,
Wilson
F.
Murray; Mrs. Lettye
reports the Southern Forest, Paducah; 20 grandchildren and
Correct--Attat:
\1662 Calloway Ave., Murray.
Institute. Today, bark is used 24 great-grandchildren
Pleven Ike Barnett driving
increasingly to manufacture a
while intoxicated, amended to
1..77-1/ead6eAr
The pallbearers were t harles reckless driving,
growing family of conatimer
fined $100.00
popular goods including mulch for suctt Setter, Elvin Darns& N L. Peck,
liedlurn
sae tile
coats $10.00, thfrty days in city
Hos- acid-loving shrubs as azaleas, Larry Saffer, TrSaffer and
111.1111C of Itetitlehrm Hos al'
jail, suspended on condition that
pital. the first !misfit' ars lum
Joe Satter.
,c
gardenias and camellias
r,;°('
defendant does net appear in
in I:no:Land.

7

rother Of-Loca
Man PassesAwa

Several Persons Are Fined In
The City Courtin Two Weeks
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NOTICE!

APPUCATIONS are
accepted for
a- l'i
Training Class at

loway County Roan;
apply in the Nuraini
the Hospital. All I
are to be in by Jul;

JUST IN TIME

SUMMER VACA

25% to 35% mark
sports coat
wear, walk shaft
sleeve shirts
THE COLLEGE

Across Street I
PAW Librar

ELECTROLUX SALE
vice, Box 218, Murry
M. Sanders. Phone
Lynnville, Kentucky.

REDUCE SAFE and
GoBese Tablets and I
ter pills" Holland I

Cases Are Heard In
The Calloway Court

Today's
Stock Market

Ed Jeffrey

Oscar Gordon
Services Held

Hospital Report

F
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SHOE STORE

I AM NOT responsie
debts other than my
ed, Kenneth H. Wils

SECRET BIDS now lo
for upkeep of Ivy
Persons interested s
tact Billy Wells, MI
or Otis ris1vret1 bet
day, July 25 at 10:1
Inch time one of t
I be selected.

MIDWAY BARBER
be closed July 22 du
29.

TUI811 STU!

New Open 10 a. m.
Tuesday Hwy Si

Other Settings W
by Appointmo

TUBB'S STU!

223 S. 13th Si
.Um.rp

kp

Phone 753-X

HELP WANT

WANTED: Baby sitte
light housekeeping,
term. Must furnish c
portation. Phone 75:

TRAINEE
High school graduai
30, up to $40000 rn
EOOK KEEPE
Female, $70.00 we.
benefits.
SALESMAN
Need two. Will tra
position. Salary to
month.
TRAINEE
Service business, $63(
Will train for manias
QUALITY CON1
Garment Industry, n
knowledge of patter
High school educatio
$10.000.00 plus.
INDUSTRIAL EPIC
Prefer BSME, 3-5 ye.;
ion metal product.
000. Fee paid.
ASSISTANT
QUALITY CON'
Prefer BSIE. 2-3 yi
products. $9000412
paid.
BAKER & BAKER
ment Service, 1025 W
way, Mayfield, 247-15

WANTED: Male, 25 a
for permanent en
54 days week Salary
cal_ firm. Sales and
dising. Write giving
some tA P.O. Box
ray. Kentlicky.

*00

4

POR BALI

ONE ANTIQUE kitel
net one wood room
Call 436-32111).

1970

PACSE SEVEN

NOT1C11

FOR SALM

APPLICATIONS are now being
accepted for r Nurse Aide
Training Class at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Please
apply in the Nursing Office at
the Hospital. All applications
are to be in by July 27th.
July-21.0

FOR SALE Q RENT: House
trailer. 10' X461, '61 model.
Phone 753-7058 or 7534211.
August-1-C
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
1675.00. Phone 733-7850. TTC

JUST IN TIME FOR

TWO SETS of Hag wheel covers. Phone 753-4318 after 6:00
p. m.
TTNC

SUMMER VACATIONS
25% to 35% mark down on
suits, sports coats, swim
wear, walk shorts, short
sleeve shirts.
THE COLLEGE SHOP

m of
winand
trot
were
Miss
Mrs
-e at

oute
•.osts

anti,
snse,
fined
'nt of

THE LEDGER

Across Street From
etSU Library
El-July-14-C

1987 BSA Hornet, excellent condition. Plume 474-2365.
July-21-C
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $18.25
per month on Walnut Spinet
piano at Leach's Music & TV,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center.
July-32'C
Phone 753-7575.
SET OF good used ladies
woods Phone 753-2264.
July-21-C

USED air conditioners, power
saws and one chain saw, a good
weed well pump, one 3-point
hitch blade and one like new
water cooler, one three phase,
250 Amp., welding machine. All
types of new and used electric
REDUCE SAFE and fast with
motors. Three good used refrigGoBette Tablets and E-Vap "waerators./ Ow large industrial
ter pills" Holland Drug.
cyclone fan with a three phase
J-22-P-11
motor, like new. Four Ni-inch
electric drill motors. Dill Electric Co. Located The Murray
Drive-In Entrance. Phone 753-after 5:30 p,-ra. -Jialy41-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-2488
Lynnville, Kentucky.
Aug.-21-C

GOOD
reidigratof.
USED
Single door with tremor across
the top. Phone Puryear 2473949 after 4:00 p.m.
TFNC

leau,

?MSC,

1.50;
ilife.
Ill.,
ierly
8.50;

will

ind
autee-

11

of

USED GE ELECTRIC range.
Phone 753-1908.
J-23-C

SHOE STORE

I AM NOT responsible for any 1970 HONDA 750 CC, gold in
debts other than my own. Sign- color. Like new, 300 miles.
ed, Kenneth H. Wilson. J-23-P Phone 753-9300. $120000
J-23-P
SECRET BIDS DOW being taken
VOLKSWAGEN,
con.
1963
good
for upkeep of Ivy Cemetery.
Persona interested should con- dition. 1989 BSA motorcycle.
J-23-P
tact Silly Wells, Mike Falwell Phone 762-4252.
or otia raiwee before 9stur1968
HONDA,
1970
Yamaha,
day. July 25 at 10:00 am. at
condition.
Registered
hich time one of the bidders good
will be selected.
343-C mare and colt, small horse
racking mare, hackney pony
MIDWAY BARBER SHOP will stud. Phone 753-1348 or 753be closed July 22 through July 9580.
J-23-C
29.
J-23-C
18 FOOT COBALT boat with
full 40 Magnum engine and
trailer. Phone 436-2198.
J-23-C
TUBB'S STUDIO
Now Open 10
as. - p. gss.
Tuesday Hwy Saturday
Other Settings Welcome
by Appointment
TUBB'S STUDIO
223 S. 13th Street
aagegoag M. Alta I
Phone 753-3007
July-25-NC

HELP WANTED

(a)

(b)

RABBITS, ALL sizes, all types,
for pets or breeding Phone
7534505.
J-23-P

ONE BEDROOM house trailer
on 50' x 120' lot. 1954 Alma.
Patio. Inquire Thelma Smith,
Morgan Boat Dock.
J-27-P
22 CUBIC FOOT upright freezer deluxe model Kenmore deluxe sewing machine in Maple
cabinet, all attachments f o r
fancy stitching plus buttonholer: Mk.. —sr. Weed hosasa
-holstered high chair. Phone
733-7810.
3-23-P
18,000 BTU AIR conditioner.
Like new. Dunn's TV and Appliance, 118 South 12th Street,
Murray.
3-23-C

WANTED: Baby sitter, also do
light housekeeping, 'or school COMPLETE STEAM Furnace
term. Must furnish own trans- with stoker, has three ceiling
mounted blower radiators. All
portation. Phone 753-7188.
J-23-C valves, pipes etc. included
Needs to be removed f ro m
TRAINEE
down town building by August
High school graduate, under 1st. First $100 buys all. See Ed
30. up to $40000 month.
F. Kirk or call 753-1283
BOOKKEEPER
— 3-27-C
Female, $70.00 week, good
benefits.
FORTY FEET of rough work
SALESMAN
benches, fifty feet of wood
Need two. Will train. Local storage bins and shelving.
position. Salary to $800,00 $25.00 for the lot. Needs to be
month.
-11114 moved by August 1st See Ed
TRAINEE
F. Kirk or call 753-1283.
Service business, $630000 year.
3-27-C
Will train for management.
QUALITY CONTROL
130 BRED Cheriolas heifers.
Garment Industry, must have Will split and sell any number
knowledge of pattern design. you want Also 15 servige-age
High school education Salary, Charollas bulls. Elates Stock510.000 00 plus.
yard, Vienna, Illinois, phone
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
day 818458-7203 or night 618Prefer BSME, 3-5 years precis- 1358-5858.
July-21-C
ion metal product. 59,000-$13,Kentucky
TRAILER
on
10'
x
80
000 Fee paid.
Lake. Well furnished. excellent
ASSISTANT
air conditioner, electric heat,
QUALITY CONTROL
Prefer BSTE. 2-3 year metal washer and dryer hook-up.
products. $9000412,000. Fee Corner lot, lots of shade. Near
Pine Point Bost Dock. Blacktop
paid
BAKER & BAKER Employ- road. Near large park. Phone
July-21.?
ment Service, 1025 West Broad- 842-7279.
way. Mayfield, 247-1501. 3-22-C DON'T THROW that rug sway.
WANTED Male, 25 to 40 years Clean It with Blue Lustre. You
for permanent employment, can rent a shampooer for only
J-25-C
00 at Big K.
54 days week Salary open. Lo- $1
cal firm. Sales and merchan- GE ELECT1tIC stove in exceldizing. Write giving full re- ent condition. Phone 753-1894
P.O. Box 328 Mur: Also 100% virgin wool rugs, 9 x
sume
TFC 12 and 6. x 9„ braided, reversray, Kentucky.
3-22-C
ible.

AUTOS FOR BALI

TIMES

&

AUTOS PO* BALI

AUTOS FOR SALM

We have them all:
scarcely used,
somewhat used,
well used buys.

TUESDAY — JULY 21

REAL ESTATE FOR BALI

AUTOS FOR SALE

1970

Glenn Ford
Is Farmer
In Hollywood

WATER FRONT lot, Pine Bluff 1E89 YEEP, four ilmwd drhm,
Shores (No. 204) commandleS low Whoa has two tope. CO
11PC
view of Kentucky Lake. Shads 7341.7800.
ed by many large Oak trees. 1961 RAMBLER station wagon
By owner, $2,805.00. Phone 753Phone 753-4024.
3-23-P
7683.
July-23-C

20 ACRE FARM, just off thee
Irving Cobb Road Comfortable
-house with outbuildings, and.
By VERNON SCOTT
barn, pond stocked with fish.
UPI Hollywood Cerrespasideat
Priced reasonable. 753-3593 or ADULTS 102
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Cana
435-5314.
July-21-P NURSERY 91JULY IS, H71
dian-born Glenn Ford is the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
leading farmer in Beverly Hills
KENL4NA SHORES — Large Baby Boy Thweatt
(Motherwith a truck garden on his
lake front lots — $2795 to $4,- Mrs. Cythia
Thweatt) 407A East
almost two-acre estate.
495 — Free water "tap in" — 12th
Benton; Baby Girl Phillips
Ford has written about his
restricted — small monthly
(Mother-Mrs. Jennifer Phillips)
payments at simple 6% interexperiences as a city slicker
100 S. 13th Murray.
est. Phone 438-5320.
farmer in a new book which, he
3-25-C
DISMISSALS
says, he wrote because it is one
KENIANA SHORES — Large
af the new volumes around thal
Mrs. Barbara Ross baby girl,
lots in mobile home section —
isn't filled with sex, brutality or
Full price $895 — Lake access Rt. 1, Hardin;Phillip Hargrove,
science fiction. The book is
— Central water available — R. C. Miller, Rt. 2 Murray;
titled, "Glenn Ford, R.F.D..
1969 TOWNSMAN Station19111IMPALA 4-Door Hardtop,
1969 IMPALA Custom-Coupe, $10 down and $10 per month. Jimmy Wheatley, 1623 Calloway Beverly Hills."
Phone 438-5320.
3-25-C Ave. Murray:Mrs. Jacqueline
Wagon, 4-door 300-380 Engine,
V4, Power-Glide, Factory
One Owner, New Car Trade"I really started the garden
Sykes baby boy, Rt. 2 Murray;
Turbo-Hydromatic, Factory
Yellow, Black Vinyl Top
In, 350 Turbo-Hydromatic,
for my•son, Peter, when he was
Cecil Turner, 1703 Miller Ave.
, Champagne Gold $2975.00
Factory Air, Kentucky Tags,
Just a boy," he explained.
$2775.00
Murray; Riley Crawford, 407 N.
SERVICES OFFERED
Red, White Vinyl Top, Extra
"Pete wouldn't eat vegetables
1968 SS 396Chevelle , Buckets, 1917 BEL-AM 4-15O-Or Sedan,
4th Murray; Abner Hall, Rt. 5
Sharp
6-Cylinder, One Owner New
$3175.00
4-speed, Gray, One-Owner,
CARPENTRY: new or remodel- Murray; Mrs. Emma Carr, 520 S. as a youngster, so I thought if I
Car Trade-In Green $1275.00
ing. For free estimates -call 7th Murray; Clancy Vance, Rt. 3 taught him to grow his own
ew Car Trade-In, Kentucity
1967 IM A
euD1Sport, Vs
Hawley
Bucy 492-8120 after 5,Murray; Mrs. Jessie Herndon, food it would make a differPico• I.
$1975.00
Wagon, 8So
,
ea7wner, p. m.
Aug.-11-C Rt. 2 Box 49 Murray; Mose ence.
iljid . n, Under
N
$1675.00
1964 BELAIR 4-Door V-8,
516' S.
13th
5uoo
te
71
'
14W
i es,$
Tetual
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and Thompson,
11
ower-Glide, One Owner
Pete Begins Eating
1965 I M rILi;
) 2-Door small appliances repaired and Murray;Mrs. Fannie Griffin
reen, Kentucky Tags $975.00
"Sure
enough, Peter began
,) -8,
(Cony.
Div.).
yard
tools sharpened. 512 R.
wer-Glide,
1965 CORVA1R • 4-Door ,
eating everything we grew.
eta , ennessee Tags, South 12th Street Phone 7531965 1Vg..2-lepr Hardtop
Power-Glide White, Kentucky
Now I keep the crops growing
Red
$1075.00 6087.
TIPC ADULTS L?
,_
r 'Tre -In, White,._Taig
all year around. I mile
-NURSERY
ky Tags ,$1075.00„ ,
.., 1.965 CORVAIR .2-13uirt`
FLOOR SANDING lied Rakish -314-16 -1970
tomatoes, beans, peas,
Tennessee Tags,
—everything. I have a hundred
$675.00 ing, new and old floors, work
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
1965 CAPRICE 4-door Hardtop
tucky Tags Blue 6-Standard
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
fruit trees, too.
,1964
V-8, Power-Glide Factory-Air,
IMPALA
4
John
-Door,
Taylor,
Wingo, Kentucky,
V-6
$575.00
"All of .the vegetables are
New Car Trade-In Kentucky
Power-Glide One-Owner, New Route 2, 42088; phone 315-2998.
organically grown. No pestiCar
Tags, Blue , Black Vinyl Top
Trade-In, White, KenAuguat-7-C
1970 MAVERICK One-Owner
Mrs. Linda Colburn, baby girl, cides.
tucky Tags, Factory Air
81275.00
New Car Trade-In, Radio,
PROFESSIONAL Painting. Tn. Calvert City;
Mrs. Phillis "I get out in the yard and
$975.00 tenor
Extra Equipment, Kentucky
and exterior. References Tucker , baby boy, Rte. 1, hack away with a hoe and rake
1962 BELAIR 2-door, V-8,
Tags, Green,
$1875.00
and do the weeding myself. I
1969 LTD 2-rdtop Red, Free estimates. Phone 753-3488. Kirksey.
Power-Glide, Power Steering,
was raised on a farm in
Aug.-17-C
114, Power
Wh
i
i renittpiy
DISMISSALS
Green, Kentucky Tags,'
1967 FAIRLANE Wagon, New
St it&'power Brakes,
Mrs. Wanda Thompson, 1605 Canada, so all this isn't really
$371.00
Car Trade-In, V-8, Automatic,
A
atic , New Car Trade-In
Catalina, Murray; Mrs. Margie new to me.
Green
2-Door
MUSTANG
1967
$2475.
Lassiter, Box 253, Murray; Mrs. "There's so much extra, that
Hardtop, Yellow, 6-Cylinder,
Mary Pat Spiliotis, baby girl, 603 I give a bag of fresh fruit and
2-Door,
MUSTANG,
1965
1967
FAIRLANE
Convertible,
Automatic, One Owner, New
Meadow Lane, Murray; James vegetables to friends who come
Kentucky Tags, Green, 8 , Yellow, V-8, Power Steering
Car Trade-In, Extra Sharp
Brandon,
Rte. 5, Murray; Miss by the house."
Standard
$975.00
$14/5.00
Ford ran into a little more
$1775.00
Tammy Boyd, Rte. 1, Puryear,
19e4AIIINCIF 4-D,White,
Term.; Miss Shirley Scarbrough, trouble when Peter refused to
1965 GALAXIE 500 2-Door
1966 FAIRLANE 2-Door
Linder. „Hardtop Kentucky Tags,
KeRhcklall'*n,
Rte. 1, Hazel; Master Willie eat eggs. His actor father
New
Hardtop, Kentucky Tags,
$375.00
Perry, 407 No. 1st St., Murray; smuggled forty white leghorre
Car Trade-In, Vinyl Top
Yellow, New Car Trade-In,
Master Michael Parrish, Rte. 3, onto his property and built hen
Over-Drive
$775.00
$1175.03
1968 CHEVROLET Pick-Up,
Murray;
Paul Townsend, Rte. 1, houses—real eggs to go along
V-8, Custom Cab, Red & White
1965 GALAXIE 500 2-Door
ESTIMATE
Kirksev•
'RILE
Mrs Lola Kesterson, with the eggplant in the garden.
1970 OPEL Halley 2-Door,
$1775.00
Hardtop Tennessee Tags
410 Cumberland, Paducah;Mrs. "The original forty hens
Kentucky
Bronze,
One
Tags,
White
1967 PLYMOLTIVIII FURY 2$575.00
Ruth Braley (Expired), 201 increased to about 140 chick$2175.00
Owner
D4r 0-14itor Yellow,
ens," Ford reported, laughing.
Murray.
Cross,
Flat
With
DOVn
1969
AertSmatic, Kentucky Tags
Tags, One
Bed, fig
1966 COMET 4-Door Kentucky
$1375.00
Beverly Hills Chicken Farmer
Qdreej/
Car Trade-In,
Tags, Green, New Car TradeCOMPLETE MOBILE HOME RE- July 18,1970
"It was all strictly against
Mut , 4000 Miles A Real Nice
1965 VOLKSWAGEN Blue,
In. Automatic, Power Steering
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile ADULTS 96
the law. I was the only chicken
Truck
Kentucky Tags
$2475.00
$775.00
$975.00
Home Repairs all makes and NURSERY 5
farmer in the history of
1967 OPEL 2-Door. Blue , New
CalCall day or night.
Beverly Hills. Soon we had
1968 PLYMOLIIIY4 4-Door ,
2-liew Hardtop, modele.
Car Trade-In One Owner
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS enough eggs to feed an army. It
385-7553. Long disPower Sfe_!risik, Power
idiomatic, Power vert City
$1075.00
Mrs. Beverly Kesterson, baby wasn't long before Peter was
tance call collect. Fast efficKentucky Tags
BrfteOFWorL. Air, One
rin
S
ient service at reasonable cost. boy, Route 3, Benton.
1966 PLWO911 FURY 0$,r, New Car Trade-In
eating eggs."
$975.00
TF(
DISMISSALS
tokigte s, 4-Speed, 20,
(S
Glenn, however, came a
Miles
$2075.00
Dana Gish, 404 South Ilth St., cropper when a maurading fox
Co
e, Maroon, Kentucky
Murray; Harold Hill, Route 2, came down from the hills and
Ta s
$1275.00
WILL DO painting, inside and Murray; Mrs.
Norma Darnall, killed several of his chickens.
outside. Also hauling. Phone
Route 1, Almo; Master Kenneth
"I decided to get the fox," he
435-5802.
July-21-P
oloraea_lkoute. a_ Bentnar ligra„ rWPAUDIAdzi 'T
'
s
ANA2
Ifena Wiley, Almo; Mrs. Rita tree one night with a shotgun.
AR
.TI
FS
ree
T La
Artist,
AV
iu„ Carrol, baby boy, Route 1, Almo; When I spotted the fox I fired
vApILABLE;
cammerciaL
interior designer and decorat- Mrs. Mary Warren, baby boy, 207 and missed. But the blast woke
-North 16th St.. Murray: him up a couple of doaan_neighbers.
ar.
ustrations. Portraits, oil or pas- Margaret Hughes, Box 194,
"They called the police. When
A-22-C Puryear, Tenn; Master Michael they came to investigate I
tel. Phone 762-4774.
Cope, 1001 Glendale, Murray; learned it is just as illegal to go
PAINTING, exterior or inter- Dillon Ramsey,Route 3, Murray; fox huntingan Beverly Hills as
ior, by the hour or job. Free Henry Oglesby, 1604 Calloway, it is to raise chickens. That was
estimates. Phone 437-5581, or Murray; Mrs. Lillie Pierce, the end of my chicken farm."
3-25-C Route 1, Kirksey
437-6442.

Hospital Report

--.- rot
Keig-

7664

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Central
Paving Co.

753-4199

Ltro

FR

Mac Fitts

•

• Charlie Jenkins

•.1;11:(1tardiman) Nix
(This Ad Ran Tues., July 14)

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROL
ET
INCORPORATED

South ..12,t14treet _

FOR RENT

Phone 753-2617

FOR RENT

CABIN AT PINE Bluff Shores. FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath,
Phone 753-5087 after 5:00 p.m. trick home, 1000 Sharpe Street.
3-23-P $115 month. Yearly lease. Apply at Ledger and Times. TTC
LARGE THREE bedroom lake
front cottage on lake Rent by TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfurnday or week. Phone 753-7573. ished apartments across from
J-23-C westview Nursing Home, South
Two bedrooms,
16th Street
NICE FURNISHED one bed- bath, utility room, carpeted, air
mom apartment, carpeted, and conditioned, with stove, Terris
air conditioned. Located 100 erator. garbage disposal and
South 13th Street. Married cou- dishwasher. Call: 753-4W74.
ple only. Kelly's Ad Control.
July-21-C
No phone calls please. 3-23-0
OTFICE spAcE in National
NEW DUPLEX, unfurnished, Hotel, minimum, 800 feet. Heat
two bedroom, fully carpeted, and air conditioner furnished
central heat, dish washer, garb- Remodel to suit tenant. Conage disposal Phone 753-2948 tact Ed Frank Kirk at Diugulds
J-29-C
J 23-C
NOTten

NOTICI

tA

SPOTS before your eyes — on
MR SALM
your new carpet — 'remove
ONE ANTInur kitchen rebi. them with Blue Lustre. Rent
werod mem divider. electric shampooer $1. Westnet eee ‘
Ti.Nc erri Auto Home of "The WishCall 438-2210.
3-22-C
ing

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ehr eraft

firtitst

NEEMEPOMIT — YARNS
CRWWEL
OECCUPACIE — PPPPP TOL'E — LAMP KITS

c. w. And DORTNA 8 JONES
OWNERS

Sel UAW IRA WAN
MURRAY, KENTUCKY DWI
PRONE ISM 704154
•

Murray, Kentucky

FOR RENT
TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
duplex apartment, central heat,
air conditioned, carpeted, stove
Couples only. Phone 753-806'7
July-23'P
VACANT MOBILE home, private yard. $7000 per month
Also guitar and mandolin for
sale Phone 753-8337
:J-22(
LARGE COMMERCIAL building. down town area 4000 Si
feet. Retail outlet, warehouse
or office space. Owner will remodel to suite tenant See Ed
F. Kirk or cell 753-1283. J-27 C
LOST A FOUND
LOST: Black white face cow'
fusii
Bobay Mitchell's farm,
three miles north of Penny on
Penny Road. Phone 489-2872.
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT nice three or
four bedroom hoot with dining room and den. Call Vanderbilt Chemical, Mr. Shinsiers
7534171,8:00 am. tit COO pm
3-23-C

GET
ATTENTION

sq

THE LEDGER
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MURRAY. ICENTUCJILY

TRUCK
LOAD
RCA TV•Phonographs,Radios-Tape Recorders
—

To Believe. We Know That During The Summer it Takes Real Deals To Move TV,
Stereo And Recorders. Ward And Elkins Bought Two Truck Loads OF Merchandise
To Get These Unheard Of Low, Low Prices. Come in And See For Yourself
Color console
with fiddle-free
fine tuning!

Value-priced
console color
in compact size

RCA...it's the Color you want!

Computer Crafted
Color with A.F.T.
and rolla bout stand

. •-•

The HANCOCK
' header GM 595
33- died, 391 sq

The LINARES
Model GM •1199

23d.ç.5965..fl. Picture

pictur•

The CAULFIELD
Model GM i521
20 01411... 227 sq. in. picture

ORSINI
Model GM 585
23' d.fl , 295 no. in. picture

fl,.

The Prii
Source of
In Murra
Calloway
United Press

Dr. W.
Speake

Seen&[-Arour
Murra

If you would like to
headquarters of
Calloway County M,
Mental Retardation
located at 702 Main
a list of what they

Someone to un
chain-link fence ar
area,
Driveway and Pi
Refrigerator
f
Drinking
fr
Landscaping
condi
Air
ground
Play
Trash cans (4)
Paneling or paintin
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During This Sale Only, You Can Own An RCA Color TV, For As Little As $269.95. You Can Get Trade-ins Like
You Have Never Known Before, But The Same Guarateed Service

This Is a comrnur
which has grown
years until today it
an integral part of

DOOR BUSTER
$14.99
The BOULOGNE
Model GM 633
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Hoover - Steam
Or Dry Iron

There Is a great

(Continued on Pa
The PROVIDENCE
Model GM•627
23* drag., 295 SQ

The STEFANO
Model GM 639
23
.Map,295 WI. in. pin

$4.99
WHILE THEY LAST

Everything Je Marked Down - Black And White TV-Stereo- Color TV —Ratifos - Tape Recorders, All This Merchandise in
New 1970 Models, Not Demonstrators, Or Repro's. Every Item Has Full Warranty, Plus Service On Each Unit Sold,
Service As Only Ward 8 Elkins Can Offer.
Budget-priced
RCA Stereo/Radio
Combination
Four speakers. Solid
state stereo amplifier.
FM -AM - FM Stereo
ix...4 12

FM circuit, Stereo
indicator light, AFC.
Studiomatic changer,
Feather Action tone arm,
diamond stylus.
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CM -369
7sq In, picture
. 785
.
.
27
.
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Stage in

The HICKMAN
Model VMT13

Save As Much As $200-00 On Color TV Home Entertainment Centers, Black And White TV Priced As Low As $79.95,
Save A "BUNDLE "On Any Stereo You Pick Out. Since on A sale Of This Scale, Many, Many Soles Are Made, All Deliveries
Will Be Made On A First Come Basis
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Entertainment Center 1100.1 CM

RCA Stereo Modukt 4 speakers,
60 w80s
• System with FM-AM
peak power.
and FM Stereo Radio changer and t,Jnar

RCA Portable Stereo—
console-like sound!
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